
 

GREECE 

TOUR DESCRIPTION 
DAYS OF 

OPERATION 
DURATION 

 

FROM PRICE 
PER PERSON 

 

Athens Sightseeing including  
Acropolis Museum 
The striking contrast between breath-taking monuments of 
a glorious past and modern elegant structures is what you 
will enjoy during your tour of Athens. Visit the Acropolis, 
the crowning beauty and glory of Ancient Athens, with its 
many monuments atop its rocky base, including the 
awesome Parthenon, the Propylea, the temple of Athena 
Nike and the Erechtheion, with its Porch of Maidens. 
 
Visit the Roman Temple of Olympic Zeus, short stop for 
photos of the Panathinaikon Stadium (site of the first 
modern Olympic Games in 1896), drive at the Tomb of the 
unknown Soldier in front of the Parliament House on 
Constitution Square. See views of government buildings 
and elegant structures of the 19th century. 
 

 
Daily 

 
Half day 

 
EUR 89 

 

Athens by Night 
Starting your evening tour with a pleasant panoramic drive 
through the illuminated city centre and approach the slope 
of the sacred hill. Passing from the Old Olympic Stadium, 
continue towards the Parliament Square and from there to 
the Neoclassic Academy, University and National library 
buildings. 
 
Walk through the narrow pedestrian streets of Plaka the old 
city of Athens, to dine in a typical Greek restaurant with 
folklore show with live music, balled with dancers in 
traditional costumes. 
 

 
Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 
Thursday, 
Saturday 

 
Night tour 

 
EUR 70 



 

 
 

Cape Sounion 
Driving along the coastal road past the wonderful beaches of 
Glyfada, Vouliagmeni, Varkiza and countless coves, one has a 
splendid view of the Saronic Gulf. A crowning feature of the tour 
Cape Sounion dominated by the spectacular Temple of Poseidon 
overlooking the Aegean Sea. 
 

 
Daily 

 
Half day 

 
EUR 50 

 

Ancient Corinth 
The Corinth Canal is a junction of international sea transport and 
serves ships coming from the western Mediterranean and Adriatic 
en route to eastern Mediterranean and black sea ports and vice-
versa. Thereafter we reach the ancient town of Corinth (visit) 
where St. Paul lived and preached for two years. 
 
The site of Ancient Corinth was first inhabited in the Neolithic 
period (5000-3000 B.C.). The peak period of the town, though, 
started in the 8th century B.C. and lasted until its destruction by 
the Roman general Mummius in 146 B.C. 
 

 
Monday & 

Friday 

 
Half day 

 
EUR 68 

 

ABOVE PRICES ARE TO BE USED AS A GUIDELINE ONLY & RATES MAY VARY.  
 

Certain guided tours depart from central points and additional charges may apply for pick up points located outside of 
the central points. Important! Due to COVID-19 protocols, numbers are restricted on tours. Please take note that there 
may be tours that are currently not operating or where days or times may have changed. Please enquire directly with 

Thompsons for pricing and additional information. Standard terms & conditions apply. 
 


